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Meet in Stockholm
The meetings host with the most


The meetings hostwith the most

Stockholm is a city set up for meetings. We’ve got the infrastructure, the high-speed internet and an atmosphere of innovation that’s sure to spark brilliance. Let us help you plan a meeting that will make an impact for years to come.
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We’re on handto help
We’re on hand to help
Together with our professional partners, we offer expert help and advice - totally free of charge. We’re ready to help you organize a truly memorable association, incentive or corporate meeting in Stockholm.
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How we can help
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A meeting of minds
Hit the ground running. We know all the right people and can instantly connect you to the meetings industry, academia or local businesses. Whatever the reason for your meeting, we have the connections that can make it happen.
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Personalized support with bids
Compile and coordinate a successful bid with the support of our expert team. We’ll take your needs and preferences into account every step of the way and assist with organizing site inspections for decision makers.
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Inspiring promotional material
Our digital library is full of hundreds of stunning photos, videos and stories that will help you to present Stockholm as a potential host for your meeting.





Ready to get the ball rolling?
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Reason #1
A place for every taste

In Stockholm you’ll find everything from classic conference hotels to quirky venues for outside-the-box thinkers. With a wide range of activities suitable for groups both indoors and outdoors, the region is an all-year-round destination.
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Reason #2
A city of science and innovation

Stockholm is home to a vibrant life sciences industry, fast-growing CleanTech scene and globally-renowned tech and creative ecosystem. Congregate in one of the world’s most digital, knowledge-intensive regions and inspire brilliance.
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Reason #3
A smart, well-connected capital

Discover everything you need to get the job done. With a wide selection of conference venues and some 37,000 hotel rooms equipped with high-speed WiFi, Stockholm is built for meetings of up to 30,000 delegates at a time.
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Reason #4
Efficiency meets excellence

Things here run like clockwork, thanks to our practicality, efficiency and a Scandinavian attention to detail. A non-hierarchical culture and speedy decision-making makes meeting and congress planning a breeze. Choose Stockholm for glitch-free events and high quality at a fair price.
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Just a hop, skip and a jump…
Stockholm is little more than a two-hour flight from most major European cities. With direct flight connections from over 150 destinations worldwide, getting here is easy.
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Meetings to feel good about
Sustainability is a cornerstone of our values and we aim to lead the race towards meeting the 2030 Agenda. Stockholm Arlanda is one of the world’s most sustainable airports.
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Inspiration

Discover our Wow factors
Our city is today the result of diversity, innovative thinkers and a deep-rooted love of nature. These factors combine to make Stockholm one of the world’s most liveable cities.


[image: Woman climbing rocks of Södermalm in Stockholm]Photo: Fond & FondMeeting your expectationsStockholm offers everything you’d expect from a meeting destination, and much more. Experience our unique atmosphere of innovation and creativity.[image: ]Read moreMeeting your expectations
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Where business meets pleasure
Don’t forget to make time in your busy schedule to explore our city. Whether you like culture, cuisine, nature or shopping, there’s something here for everyone.
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What others say

Words from othermeeting planners
Highlights

What's on in Stockholm
Each year, Stockholm hosts a wide variety of public events, live concerts, international gatherings and much more.


[image: Audience in front of a music performance]Photo: Visit Stockholm, Oskar SchellerWhat's on this seasonCheck out these highlights if you're planning or attending a meeting in Stockholm this spring.[image: ]Read moreWhat's on this season
[image: A view of the start of Stockholm Half Marathon]Photo: Ramboll Stockholm Halvmarathon 2019The biggest Stockholm events in 2023Mark your calendar! Here are the biggest festivals, concerts, trade fairs, and concerts you won't want to miss.[image: ]Read moreThe biggest Stockholm events in 2023
[image: Friends]Photo: Anna HugossonWhat to see and doMake some time to explore our city. Check out these tips for activities in Stockholm.[image: ]Read moreWhat to see and do

Showcase our city
When promoting Stockholm as a destination for meetings and doing business, you’re welcome to use the high-quality photos and videos in our Media Bank. All assets are free to use.
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Contact us

Plan a meeting in Stockholm
Plan a meeting in Stockholm
We're ready to help you get started. Our services are always free of charge.

Send us a request
Go to contact form[image: ]Takes 1 minute
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Contact
Stockholm Business Region AB
Fleminggatan 4
SE-112 26 Stockholm

+46 8-508 280 00
business@stockholm.se
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